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A lot of websites have made the performance 
driven decision to switch to BBR.

It has been reported that switching to BBR has 

improved throughput and reduced delay
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Close to 18% of the Alexa Top 20,000 
websites run BBR
This share is even larger among websites 

that are more popular or have a higher 

share of the downstream traffic
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Where is this evolution headed?

[2001] Padhya et al. [2011] Yang et al. [2019] Mishra et al.

Reno Taho Others
BIC/CUBIC Reno Others BBR CUBIC Others

?

What is the next paradigm shift in the Internetõs congestion control 

landscape going to look like?
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Given this performance 
improvement, how do we expect the 

Internet to evolve?

Is it reasonable to expect everyone to switch from CUBIC to BBR? 

A P N E T    2 0 2 1
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Given this performance 
improvement, how do we expect the 

Internet to evolve?

Is it reasonable to expect everyone to switch from CUBIC to BBR? 

We have some players that can maximize some utility

All the players have strategies (CUBIC/BBR) available to them to 

maximize their utility.

Itõs a Normal Form Game!
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Key Insight:



Given some network, we can calculate 
the Nash Equilibrium CC distribution .

TCP CUBIC

TCP BBR

Bottleneck 

buffer
Bottleneck 

buffer

CC Distribution:

Alex

Bandwidth shares 

after Alex 

switches CCA

If everyone does worse after 

making a switch, then the 

given CC Distribution is the 

Nash Equilibrium .

If everyone on the Internet 

chooses between CUBIC and 

BBR based on throughput, this 

Nash Equilibrium distribution is 

our best estimate of the future 

of the congestion control 

landscape.
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We think that there will always be a 
Nash Equilibrium in a network with 
CUBIC and BBR flows.

[2019] Ware et al.

A small number of BBR flows can get a 

disproportionately high share of the 

bottleneck bandwidth

When all the flows at the 

bottleneck are BBR flows, 

they will utilize the 

bottleneck link

Each point of 

intersection is a 

Nash Equilibrium 

distribution!

Combined 

throughput of 

all the BBR 

flows

Percentage of flows running 

BBR at the bottleneck
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CUBIC flow 

switches to 

BBR

BBR flows 

do worse!

BBR flow 

switches to 

CUBIC

CUBIC flows 

do worse!

Combined 

throughput 

of all the 

BBR flows

Percentage of 

flows running BBR 

at the bottleneck

We think that there will always be a 
Nash Equilibrium in a network with 
CUBIC and BBR flows.
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We can exhaustively prove a NE will 
always exist when 2 flows compete.

The proof is based on simple observations made by other measurement 

papers on how CUBIC and BBR compete.
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